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Each plate has a gasket that produces a sealing and channel system through the entire plate 
pack in which the two heat exchanging media flow in a counter-current direction.
The circular portion of the gasket stops the fluid from going across the heat transfer plate and 
sends it to the next open channel. The remaining portion or field gasket, directs the opposing 
fluid across the heat transfer surface.
The gasket can be mechanically clipped to the plate with the glue free “U” shaped clip or glued 
in place.

FEATURES

Low Pressure Drop The multi-function valve streamlined design results in low pressure  
    drop, making it extremely energy efficient.   
Control                         Greater range of control allows precise flow control versus On-Off  
    throttling valves. 
Positive Shut-Off          Without valve chattering. These valves are positive shut-off valves,  
    when using MFV valves, other types of valves are not required.
Calibrated Nameplate The multi-function valve allows you to return to the balance position  
    after shutting it off.
Durability   Bronze seat and disc with stainless steel stem construction ensure  
    long life and reliability.
Spring Loaded Clapper Allows the Multi-function valve to be installed horizontally or vertically 
    upward. In-line
Serviceability  Allows easy maintenance and replacement without disturbing the 
    piping.
Design   The multi-function valve is a double regulating, contol and shut-off  
    valve with a built in pressure drop measuring in-line flow. Balancing  
problems are quite evident in a system, like central air conditioning plants and in process heat ex-
changers. The MFV valve is a combination of a shut-off valve ( gate I plug / bal I/ butterfly valve) plus 
a flow regulating (globe style valve), a flow measuring station. It is not merely a valve but a system 
control valve in itself. It provides a scientific basis for flow balancing in a system with database.  
The valves are used HVAC systems and other process applications wherever balancing is re-
quired. Balancing is done to improve the performanceof a closed circuit, forced circulation water 
in the system for heating and cooling. Balancing makes the building provide the desired indoor 
climate under all operating conditions at minimum energy cost. Balancing is a matter of ad-
justing pressure drops to get the precise required flow of water in a circuit. Balancing reduces 
energy costs by almost 10% to 40% by reducing average temperature in a heating system and 
increasing average temperature in a cooling system with less energy for pumping. Replacing 
three valve with one MFV-F (flange) or MFV-G (grooved) valves can dramatically reduce your 
up front material and labor costs.

Benefits   
1) Using a multifunction valve avoid user’s complaints with unbalanced heating or cooling  
 systems in different parts of the building.
2) Easy correction of system design and installation errors
3) Better accuracy of flow measurement
4) Economic; system components like boilers/chillers don’t have to be oversized for possible 
 errors and varying conditions. A balanced system only needs the actually required flows  
 which is usually less than system when not balanced.
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                    HVAC MULTl-FUNCTIONS VALVE (MFV)
               INSTRUCTION SHEET

Installation and maintenance Instruction for MFV valves 

The Multi-Function valves MFV requires no day-to-day maintenance or lubrication, but 
it is suggested that the valve be operated once a month to assure it is in operation 
condition. 

If at any time it is suspected that a valve is leaking, either in the plug position or as a 
check, it is possible that foreign particles are trapped between the mating faces of the 
seal and seat, and are preventing tight seal action. Cycling the valve from full open 
to full close causes a jetting action that will wash away foreign particles that may be 
trapped. Also cycling the valve will usually squeeze any build-up away from the seat 
mating faces and allow tight shut-off again. 

It is not uncommon to discover that when a Multi-Function valve has been re-
ported leaking in the closed position, that the valve is actually not comple-
tely closed. To throttle the valve, rotate the handle to the percentage of flow de-
sired. To close the valve, turn the handle wheel to closure satisfaction and then  
«Bumping» the valve lightly to make sure the seat is on the faceplate of the seal. If 
these procedures have been completed and the tight seal is still not apparent, then 
the valve should be disassembled and inspected for damage of the seal or seat face, 
or for excessive were. 

If you are using the MFV valves as a balancing valve, you must have these 
installed 10 times the pipe size diameter to obtain any type of accura-
cy. IF these are only to be used as a throttling, check, and shut off valve, 
then 5 times the pipe diameter after the pump discharge is acceptable.  
If the system balancing at less than 50% stem rise and this is the primary balance 
valve, ASHREA Standard 90.1 and Flo Fab recommend trimming the impeller to the 
necessary system design flow. This will reduce electrical energy consumption and 
comply with the National Energy Building Code Standard. To avoid noise problems and 
possible damage to the valve , do not exceed 25 feet of pressure drop across the MFV 
valve.
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Typical Pipings Details Series MFV·F & MFV·G

MULTI-FUNCTION VALVE
Calibrated Balancing Valve - Shut Off Valve - Non Slam Check Valve
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MULTI-FUNCTION VALVE
Calibrated Balancing Valve - Shut Off Valve - Non Slam Check Valve

Series: 
MFV - 150 - F (Flanged Ends)

Series: 
MFV - 150 - G (Grooved Ends)

1.  Flange Drilled to BS4505 PN16
2. Grooved-End according to AWWA C606
3. Maxi Working Pressure : 150 psi (1034 kPa) Standard
4. Maxi Working Pressure : 300 psi (2069 kPa) (Optional)
5. Maxi Working Temperature : 225°F (108C) Standard
6. Maxi Working Temperature : 300°F (149C) Standard
7. Pressure Tap Port Metering Connections bronze
8. External and Internal Parts - Epoxy Powder Coated

FEATURES

* All dimensions are NOT certified.
* Do not use for construction.
* Design, dimensions and material are subject to change without notice.
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We are proud supplier for the following 
completed and on going projects :

Sales and Service :
Quebec, Canada
Tel. : (450) 621-2995
Fax : (450) 621-4995

Lake Worth
Florida, USA
33467-5749

Toronto, Canada
Tel. : +1 (647) 544-2995

www.flofab.com SERVICE 24/7 : parts@flofab.com

250 West Street
250 W St, Redmond, Utah 

84652, United States

Le Séville
 2183 Ste-Catherine O. 

Street, 
Montreal, QC H3H 1M9

John Deere, 
2624 Old U.S. 169, 

Coffeyville, KS 67337, USA

Havre du Ruisseau
155, Chevigny Place

Sainte-Therese (Quebec)
J7E 0A1


